Abstract. This article shows that on a generic principally polarized abelian variety of dimension five the Q-vector space of algebraic equivalences among the 27 Abel-Prym curves has dimension 20.
Introduction
Let X be a principally polarized abelian variety (ppav) over C. Let A * (X) denote the Chow ring of X modulo algebraic equivalence with Q-coefficients (this notation differs from the one in [Fu98, 10.3 
, p.185]). Besides the intersection product, the ring A * (X) is endowed with
Pontryagin product defined by Let P : R 6 → A 5 be the Prym map from the moduli space R 6 of connectedétale double coversC → C of smooth genus 6 curves to the moduli space A 5 of 5-dimensional ppav's. By [DS81] , the morphism P is generically finite of degree 27. By the tetragonal construction described in [Do92, 2.5, p.76], given (C → C) ∈ R 6 and a degree 4 linear pencil g 1 4 on C there existétale double coversC 0 /C 0 andC 1 /C 1 of tetragonal curves whose associated Prym is isomorphic (as a ppav) to P = Prym(C/C). Furthermore, by [Do92, Thm.4.2, p.90], the correspondence on the generic fiber of P induced by the tetragonal construction is isomorphic to the incidence correspondence of the 27 lines on a smooth cubic surface. Also, the monodromy group of the cover R 6 → A 5 is the Weyl group W of the E 6 lattice.
It follows from [Fa96] and [A12] that the 27 Abel-Prym curves on a generic ppav of dimension 5 are not pairwise algebraically equivalent, see Lemma 2.4. In this article we determine all the algebraic equivalences (with Q-coefficients) among these 27 effective 1-cycles. The main result is the following.
Theorem (=Theorem 2.10). The Q-vector space of algebraic equivalences of the 27 Abel-Prym curves on a generic principally polarized abelian 5-fold has dimension 20.
The key ingredient for proving the above theorem is Lemma 2.9. This lemma implies that the action of the monodromy group of the cover R 6 → A 5 on the 27 Abel-Prym curves on a generic ppav of dimension 5 preserves algebraic equivalences among the Abel-Prym curves (see [Har79] for a discussion of monodromy in algebraic geometry and its applications).
Throughout the paper we work over the field of complex numbers. Proof. Let f = h • g be the Stein factorization, where g : X → Z has connected fibers and h : Z → Y is a finite morphism. Since Z = g(X) and X is connected then Z is connected.
Algebraic equivalences
If Z is a point, the conclusion holds trivially. Assume that Z is not a point, let Z 1 , . . . , Z k be the irreducible components of Z and let h i be the restriction of h to Z i . If k ≥ 2 then there are at most finitely many points with connected fibers since each Z i is mapping onto Y . Thus it remains to consider the case k = 1, i.e., the case when Z is an irreducible curve and h : Z ։ Y is a finite surjective morphism. We may and shall assume that Z is reduced.
Consider the normalizationZ → Z, which is a finite birational morphism onto Z, and the Lemma 2.3. IfC 1 /C 1 ,C 2 /C 2 ,C 3 /C 3 is a tetragonally related triple on a Prym variety P then
Proof. TakingC 1 /C 1 as a reference double cover, the curvesC 2 ,C 3 ⊂ P are the special subvarieties associated to some g Proof. By [Fa96] , for a generic ppav P ∈ A 5 with Prym realization P = Prym(C/C) we have For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 27} we have the formula Furthermore, using the Fourier transform on A * (P ) it is easy to see that [ 
Given a smooth connected complex manifold M and a smooth connected divisor Γ ⊂ M, using van Kampen's theorem we may check that there is an exact sequence
where ℓ Γ is the class of a loop in M that goes once around Γ.
. Therefore, using the above exact sequence we have a natural diagram with all maps being surjective
Now, removing D i 's one at a time and applying the above argument, we conclude by induction that there is a surjection π 1 (S) ։ π 1 (V ).
Recall that a connected cover f : X → Y of topological spaces is said to be Galois (or regular, or normal, see [Hat02, p.70] ) if for every y ∈ Y and every pair of lifts x 1 , x 2 ∈ X of y there is a deck transformation of X taking x 1 to x 2 . Given a connected cover f : X → Y of topological spaces we shall denote its Galois closure byX → Y . More precisely,X is the connected cover of Y corresponding to the normal subgroup of π 1 (Y ) obtained as the intersection of all the conjugates of f * (π 1 (X)) in π 1 (Y ). Also, the group of deck transformations ofX over Y will be referred to as the monodromy group of X over Y and will be denoted by M(X/Y ) in the sequel.
Let U := P −1 (V ) be the inverse image of V under the Prym map P : R 6 → A 5 . By our construction, the cover U → V is finiteétale of degree 27. Unfortunately V does not carry a universal family of ppav's, which we shall need in the sequel. In what follows, we shall show that there is a finite cover V ′ → V such that V ′ carries a universal family of ppav's and the 
where the cokernel of the vertical map on the left is the monodromy group M(U ′ /V ′ ). To (3 5 − 1)(3 5 − 3)(3 5 − 3 2 )(3 5 − 3 3 )(3 5 − 3 4 ), which is already much larger than 51840. Therefore, the imageN of N in the quotient π 1 (V )/M ≃ G is non-trivial.
Since N is a normal subgroup of π 1 (V ),N is normal in the quotient group G. Since G is a simple group (cf. [Di48, Thm.1, p.12]) andN is non-trivial, we must haveN = G. Thus, we have MN = π 1 (V ), which shows that the quotient map M → π 1 (V )/N ≃ W is surjective.
By Lemma 2.8, there exists a smooth connected curve section S of V whose topological fundamental group surjects onto that of V . Let S ′ := λ −1 (S) and let R ′ be the pull-back
in π 1 (S) under the homomorphism π 1 (S) → π 1 (V ) induced by the inclusion (in particular,
). Therefore, since λ * is injective, from the following commutative diagram
we see that the vertical map on the left is surjective. Using the following commutative diagram
and surjectivity of π 1 (S ′ ) ։ π 1 (V ′ ) we conclude that the monodromy group of R ′ → S ′ still surjects onto W .
To summarize some of the constructions so far, we now have over the smooth curve S ′ , a degree 27 finiteétale map R ′ → S ′ and a family P ′ → S ′ of ppav's (with level 3 structure), such that for each point s ′ ∈ S ′ , each one of the 27 points in the fiber of R ′ → S ′ over s ′ (equivalently, in the fiber in R 6 over the image point of V ⊂ A 5 ) corresponds to exactly one of 27 Abel-Prym curves in the abelian variety P ′ s ′ . Each Abel-Prym curve is uniquely determined up to translations (since the automorphism group of the ppav P ′ s ′ is {±1}, and an Abel-Prym curve always has some translates that are invariant under −1). Since translation in the abelian variety defines an obvious algebraic equivalence between a 1-cycle and any of its translates, maintaining a careful distinction between an Abel-Prym curve C i and the collection of all its translates, is not the essential point in our arguments; we are going to suppress the distinction, for simplicity. What is critical is that the mapping R ′ → S ′ still has monodromy group W .
Additionally, for simplicity of notation, we shall now write R and S for R ′ and S ′ , respectively, in the sequel. Thus, with this updated notation, let P be the universal family of 5-dimensional ppav's (with level 3 structure) over S. The fiber over s ∈ S will be denoted by P s .
Let V be the local system on S whose fiber over a point s ∈ S is the 27-dimensional vector space spanned by the Abel-Prym curves in P s . Given a contractible open set U ⊂ S in the analytic topology we fix a trivialization
and let C i,s denote the fiber of C i over s ∈ U. Thus, the fiber of
Since S has a base for the analytic topology consisting of contractible sets, the assignment
defines a presheaf on S in the analytic topology. In the sequel, we let T denote the associated sheaf on S.
Lemma 2.9. The subsheaf T of V is a local subsystem of V .
Proof. Given a contractible open set U ⊂ S in the analytic topology, a trivialization V (U) ≃ 27 i=1 QC i and q = (q 1 , . . . , q 27 ) ∈ Q 27 as above, we claim that the locus
is either all of U or a countable set of points in U. Assuming this claim, let us prove the lemma.
Fix s ∈ S for the remainder of the proof and consider the monodromy representation Given an element Z s (q) ∈ T s , by the above claim we know that Z t (q) ∈ T t for all t ∈ U 1 .
Applying the same argument to U 2 , . . . , U n , we conclude that the parallel transport of Z s (q)
stays in the fibers of T . Therefore, ρ([γ]) maps T s to itself.
In the remainder of the proof we show the above claim. LetR → S be the Galois closure of the cover R → S. LetṼ be the pull-back of V toR under the compositionR → R → S.
Since the claim is about algebraic equivalences in the fibers of V , it suffices to show the claim forṼ globally overR. The local systemṼ trivializes overR and we may writẽ
LetP := P × SR →R be the pull-back of the universal family. By clearing the denominators and rearranging the terms we may rewrite Z s (q) ∼ alg 0 as
where a i , b j are non-negative integers, I ∪ J = {1, . . . , 27} and I ∩ J = ∅. R of theta divisors Ξ s ⊂P s , and we take E s to be the intersection of four general elements of the linear system |nΞ s | for n ≫ 0. To emphasize the role of n we write E n,s for such E s . This assumption is needed for the following two reasons. First, to ensure that E n,s extends to a cycle over all ofR, i.e., that there is an effective cycle E n flat overR whose fiber over s ∈R is E n,s . Second, to ensure that is suffices to consider at most countably many effective relative cycles E n (indexed by n) in order to exhibit algebraic equivalence (provided it holds) of i∈I a i C i,t and j∈J b j C j,t onP t by adding on the fiber of E n over t.
Consider the relative Chow variety ofP overR that parametrizes effective cycles onP which lie over 0-dimensional subschemes ofR, see [K96, Def.3.1.1, p.41 and Def.3.20, p.51]. Let E n,t denote the fiber of E n over t ∈R. It is easily seen that the cycles E n,t + i∈I a i C i,t and E n,t + j∈J b j C j,t are algebraically equivalent onP (but not necessarily onP t ), and therefore, lie in the same connected component X of the relative Chow variety ofP overR . Applying Proposition 2.1 to the natural morphism X →R we conclude that the set of t ∈R such that E n,t + i∈I a i C i,t and E n,t + j∈J b j C j,t lie in the same connected component of the Chow variety ofP t is Zariski closed inR.
If i∈I a i C i,t and j∈J b j C j,t are algebraically equivalent onP t , there exists m ≥ n and a relative cycle E m (constructed as above) such that E m,t + i∈I a i C i,t and E m,t + j∈J b j C j,t lie in the same component of the Chow variety ofP t . Furthermore, since the choice of the four effective divisors in |mΞ t | that define E m,t is unrestricted (as long as they intersect properly), it suffices to consider at most countably many such cycles E m in order to exhibit algebraic equivalence of i∈I a i C i,t and j∈J b j C j,t onP t (for any t). Therefore, we conclude that the locus of t ∈R such i∈I a i C i,t and j∈J b j C j,t are algebraically equivalent onP t is either all ofR or a countable union of points inR. is not surjective for generic s ∈ S. Therefore, for generic s ∈ S we have dim T s ≤ 25. By Lemma 2.9, T is invariant under the monodromy of the Galois closure of R → S, which by our construction surjects onto the Weyl group W . By Lemma 2.6 we conclude that the fibers of T have dimension 20. proportional, which is easily seen to contradict the structure of the vector space of relations among Abel-Prym curves from the proof of Theorem 2.10.
(2) We may check that the class [C i ] (2) does not belong to the 20-dimensional Q-vector space of algebraic equivalences amongC 1 , . . . ,C 27 from Theorem 2.10.
